1st WORKSHOP ON EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
28-29 January 2016
University of Osnabrück

Final Program

DAY 1: Thursday 28 January

8:30 – 9:00 Registration
Bohnenkamp-House

9:00 – 9:10 Welcome Address - Stefanie Engel
Helikoniensaal E10

9:10 – 10:30 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS
Helikoniensaal E10

Hendrik BRUNS, University of Hamburg
Nudges, motivation crowding, and climate protection

Majelle VERBRAAK, VU Amsterdam
Group incentives for agri-environmental management

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:20 PRELIMINARY RESULTS – Parallel Sessions I & II

Parallel Session I Helikoniensaal E10
Marie FERRÉ, ETH Zurich
Sustainable management of organic soils in Switzerland: A policy analysis using a framed lab-in-the-field experiment

Parallel Session II Seminarraum E14
Katherine NELSON, ZMT Bremen
Coral reef conservation: Experiments in giving behavior

Julian RODE, UFZ Leipzig
Can monetary valuation undermine nature conservation? Evidence from a decision experiment

Claudia SCHWIRPLIES, University of Hamburg
A change in perspective: Voluntary giving after being put into another’s shoes

12:20 - 13:40 Lunch

13:40 - 15:00 PRELIMINARY RESULTS – Parallel Sessions III & IV

Parallel Session III Helikoniensaal E10
Bjorn VOLLAN, University of Marburg
Leadership, nepotism and procedural fairness in rural Namibia

Parallel Session IV Seminarraum E14
Jetske BOUMA, VU Amsterdam
Private public good provisioning - Willingness to pay for agri-environmental schemes

Israel WAICHMAN, University of Heidelberg
Communication and leadership in avoiding catastrophic climate change

Corina HAITA-FALAH, University of Kassel
Delegation in a non-linear public good provision game

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:10 POLICY SESSION
Helikoniensaal E10

Marianne LEFEBVRE, University of Angers & JRC
(How) can economic experiments inform EU agricultural policy?

19:00 Workshop Dinner
DAY 2: Friday 29 January

9:00 – 10:20  EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS  

Johannes DIEDEERICH, University of Heidelberg  
Nudge yourself: Endogenous defaults and the provision of public goods

Johannes JARKE, University of Hamburg  
Common property management with costly monitoring

10:20 - 10:50  Coffee Break

10:50 – 12:10  EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS

Estelle MIDLER, University of Osnabrueck  
tba

Elisabeth GSOTTBauer, University of Osnabrueck  
tba

12:10 – 13:15  Lunch

13:15 – 14:35  PRELIMINARY RESULTS – Parallel Sessions V & VI

Parallel Session V  Helikoneinsaal E10  
Sven CRISTENS, University of Kassel  
Naming and shaming of individuals and teams in a public good experiment

Hannes LOHSE, University of Heidelberg  
Self-control in a dynamic common pool resource dilemma

Parallel Session VI  Seminarraum E14  
Martin KESTERNICH, ZEW  
An online experiment on cooperation and groupishness across urban districts

Sonja ZITZELSBERGER, University of Kassel  
Self-serving views on the success of climate negotiations

14:35 – 15:05  Coffee Break

15:05 - 16:00  FINISHED PAPERS – Parallel Sessions I & II

Parallel Session I  Helikoneinsaal E10  
Aneeque JAVAID, ZMT Bremen  
Temporal dilemma, CPR extraction and use of destructive gears: Experimental evidence from Zanzibar

Meike WOLLNI, University of Götingen  
Conservation versus equity: Can payments for environmental services achieve both?

Parallel Session II  Seminarraum E14  
Alexandra GOSH, ZMT Bremen  
Corruption and cooperation in the face of decentralized forest management: Experimental evidence from Indonesia

Micaela KULESZ, ZMT Bremen  
OGUMI: A software to run economic experiments in continuous-time

16:05 - 16:15  Conclusion - Stefanie Engel

Presenters of experimental protocols have 25 minutes + 15 minutes discussion.  
Presenters of preliminary results have 25 minutes + 15 minutes discussion.  
Presenters of finished papers have 20 minutes + 10 minutes discussion.